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Figure 1. Bronze : Tsin period (220 B.C.) or earlier 

Chinese and Japanese Mirrors In Chinese literature* the earliest reference to a 
mirror - or rather to a reflected image - indicates 

first mirrors in any country were undoubt- that a sheet of water was the medium of reflection. THE edly fi still pools, such as Narcissus found to his The latest date to be assigned to that reference 
cost. In the course of time these were ingeniously seems to be the twelfth century B.C., and the 
adapted to the needs of man by forming themarti- years between that century and the beginning of 
ficially in vessels dark in color. Such an adaptation the Christian era saw stone, jade, iron, and bronze 
was an important step in the production of mirrors, mirrors in use in China. In the sixth century A.D., 
for it made them portable in a limited sense : it glass mirrors, too, were known to the Chinese, who 
made possible the placing of a mirror in any hori- bought them at great prices from merchants of 
zontal position convenient to the user. With the Western Asia. Of all these kinds of mirrors, how- 
invention of stone mirrors another important step in ever, no specimens survive except of bronze. Rust 
mirror production was taken, for that step secured and hard knocks seem to have demolished those 
not only greater portability, but also durability of of iron and of the other materials. As the only 
surface. Thenceforward the development of mir- surviving specimens are of bronze, and as they are 
rors has been mainly in the way of increasing the *The interested reader is referred to F. Hirth's Chinese Metallic 

Mirrors. New York 1906, for an admirable bibliography of the Chinese clearness and the accuracy of the reflection. sources of the subject. 
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MR. Emil H. RICHTER. Curator of the Print THE SERVICES OF THE DOCENTS have been 
Department, sailed from Boston on March 14 rendered to 1,227 persons during the first quarter 
for several months’ study of the Print Collec- of 1908, nearly three times as many as during 
tions in England and on the Continent. The the last quarter of 1907. Many more persons 
Museum is greatly indebted to those friends of have asked to see and talk over particular objects 
the Department who have made. possible Mr. and special branches of the collections - in gen- 
Richter’s trip. eral, a much more rewarding use of time than 

the attempt to see many things. 
In THE J a p a n e s e  ROOM there is being in- 

stalled a special exhibition of Chinese and Japanese 
lacquer dating from the fourteenth to the nineteenth 
century. The examples will be arrranged as far as 
possible in chronological sequence. In the Japanese 
Corridor, at the west end, there will shortly be 
installed an exhibition of Buddhist stone sculpture 
dating from the sixth to the eighth century, illus- 
trating the pure Chinese school, the so-called 
Greco-Indian school, and the subsequent union 
of the two influences. Near it will be placed an 
exhibition of Chinese bronze mirrors dating from 
the third century B.C. to the seventeenth century 
A.D. The centre of the Corridor will contain 
an exhibition of Chinese paintings dating from the 
twelfth to the sixteenth century. 

Tray of Offerings 
Dynasties IX-XII: circa 2000 B.C. 

THE FOLLOWING CONFERENCES WERE HELD at 
the Museum during March : March 5th, and again 
on March 10th, in the Bartlett Room, the Director The third Egyptian room contains two very 
of the Museum, Mr. Arthur Fairbanks, on “ Athe- T “ interesting examples of the small objects called 

Egyptian “ Soul-houses ” 

nian White Lekythoi.” March 12th, and again 
on March 14th, in the Textile Gallery, Mr. Frank 
Gair Macomber on “Chinese Pottery.” March 
19th, and again on March 21st and March 24th, 
in the First Egyptian Room, Professor George F. 
Moore on “ Egyptian Tombs and Burial Customs.” 
March 26th, and again on March 28th, in the 
Japanese Cabinet, Mr. Okakura-Kakuzo on “ Chi- 
nese and Japanese Mirrors.” These Conferences 

demand for admission and the interest which the 
participants have displayed and expressed have 

Soul-houses ” occasionally found in tombs of the 
Middle Empire. Although hardly works of fine 
art, they have much value for the student of 
Egyptian antiquities, on account at once of the part 
they played in the burial customs of the dwellers 
on the Nile and of the light they throw on 
Egyptian domestic architecture. They were US- 
ually placed on the top of graves with the purpose 
of affording shelter for the Ka or ghostly body. 

have followed the custom, common to many primi- 
tive peoples of placing food upon graves. Later, 

conclude the series for the winter. The wide In very early times the Egyptians appeared to 

given gratifying evidence of the profit and pleasure 
the new opportunity has brought to a large number 
of persons. The Museum is grateful to the speakers 
for their fruitful cooperation. 

the actual food was replaced by a clay model of a 
tray with food. The specimen reproduced at the 
head of this article is shown in the lower part of 
Case 56. The hole in the rim permitted the 

A WHEEL-CHAIR IS NOW AT THE SERVICE of 
visitors wishing to spare themselves the fatigue 
of walking about the galleries. O n  giving notice 
at the desk at the entrance, an attendant will bring 
the chair, if not in use, and accompany the visitor 
about the Museum. This new provision for the 
comfort of visitors is the kind thought and gift of 
a friend, to whom the Museum desires to express 
its indebtedness. The use of wheel-chairs has 
become common in the World’s Fairs of recent 
years, and, although the custom has not yet spread 
to museums, they offer like fatigues and likewise 
demand fresh attention. 

DURING THE SUMMER the Textile Room in the 
basement will be closed at 1 P.M. on Saturdays. 
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Circular of the Committee on the Mu- 
seum Inviting Annual Subscriptions 

HE Trustees of the Museum of Fine Arts T gratefully acknowledge the subscriptions re- 
ceived during the past year for current expenses, 
and ask the public to renew this aid. While the 
gift of $10 constitutes the giver an Annual Sub- 
scriber of the Museum, a special request to subscribe 
$25, $100 or more is addressed to all who can 
respond to such an appeal. During 1907 annual 
subscriptions to the amount of $17,432 were re- 
ceived from 1,097 persons, of whom 279 con- 
tributed $9,307 in amounts larger than $10.  The 
subscription exceeded that of any previous year 
excepting 1906, and it is the earnest hope of the 
Trustees that, on the eve of the large increase in 
expenses in moving to the new building, this cordial 

libation of wine to run out upon the grave. Later support may continue. 
still, a rude shed appears at one end of the tray, A review of the work of the year is to be found 
and finally, instead of the shed appear the struc- in the Annual Report, which is sent with this cir- 
tures shown in the accompanying illustrations, cular to former subscribers and to others who request 
which in all probability fairly represent the houses it. The collections have been increased by gifts 
of the middle class in Egypt. In one, stairs lead to and purchases, new methods have been devised 
the second story, the walls and columns of which for making the objects displayed more intelligible 
have been broken away. The living apartments to the public, and much time has been devoted to 
were on this floor, while the storeroom was below. matters connected with the building now in process 
The first story is interesting for its row of columns of erection. Never before has the Museum found 
with bases like those in the Beni-Hassan tombs. greater recognition in this country and abroad, both 
The other specimen has two large “ wind-con- for the excellence of its collections and for its suc- 
ductors ” or " mul-quf ” on the roof, a water tank cess in making them useful to the community. 
in front with holes for the four posts supporting This appeal for funds is made in behalf of an 
the canopy ,which covered it, a drain from the institution which brings honor to the city. The 
water tank, and on the left in the courtyard mod- maintenance properly falls, not alone on the few 
elled offerings such as a bull's head, etc. The who can give largely to the collections, but on all 
present examples are a gift to the museum from the who are interested in its work. It is hoped that 
Egyptian Research Account, and date from the IX very many who have not yet responded to the ap- 
to XII dynasties of the Middle Empire (about peals for annual contributions will rally to the support 
2,000 B.C.). They were found at Rifeh, a small of an enterprise that needs the constant and generous 
village a few miles south of Assiut. Here a ceme- aid of all its well wishers. 
tery had been excavated in a gravel bank between Committee on the Museum : 
the cliffs and the river. Gravel washed in over the Arthur Fairbanks. Francis Bartlett. 
graves by some of the storms that occur at long 
intervals in Egypt had preserved them nearly intact, 
and with them these “ Soul-houses." L. E. R. 
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